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"Russia's War against Germany and Austria", 1914 color lithography poster from the Kiev printing firm of
Grubanov shows a fierce some Russian cavalry charge with Germans fleeing for their lives; there is even a
German or Austrian train exploding in the distance! Medium size: measures 23 ¼" x 17 ¾".
"Russia's War against Germany and Austria", 1914 color lithography poster from the Kiev printing firm of Grubanov shows a fierce some Russian cavalry charge
with Germans fleeing for their lives; there is even a German or Austrian train exploding in the distance!

Medium size: measures 23 ¼" x 17 ¾". Displays the publisher's name and address under the text. Marked: "Cleared by Military Censorship, Kiev 1914."
An incredibly complex full color battle scene where the artist has included everything imaginable except for an airplane (of which there were almost none in
evidence at this early stage on the Eastern Front!) "From the HQ of the Supreme Commander. Official [communique]. 28 October. In East Prussia the left wing of
the enemy that had earlier put up a stiff resistance in the area of Lyk was pushed back to the Masurian Lakes. To the east of Neidenburg, near the railway station
of Mushaken, our cavalry defeated a German unit protecting the railroad, captured a [horse wagon] supply train, and blew up two railway bridges. Our cavalry
forced a retreat toward Kalish of a German cavalry division that was supported by Jager battalions. On the road to Krakow, we reached Mykhow. In Galicia, our
troops were in the process of crossing the Visloka and occupying Rzeshov, Dyno and Likso."
The poster is in good overall condition. The colors are still quite fresh. The outer edges show the fraying and minor crumpling typical of posters and prints that
have been stored rolled for over a hundred years; none of it, however, interferes with either the image area or the inscriptions in the margins. A professional
restorer should be able to save the text and title by mounting the print on linen -although, frankly, we have seen similar prints displayed where the owner simply
took the mat to the very edge of the picture; the overall effect was still very dramatic. (In such cases we were told that the owner attached photographic copies of
the "marginalia" to the back of the frame for possible future reference?)
A remarkably dramatic and patriotic lithograph that must have stirred the blood of those who saw it in the first months of WW1!
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